
The difference between USB TSC Tag Printers and Ethernet 
TSC Tag Printers 
 
Resaleworld has two types of tag printers currently available.  That is the Ethernet TSC TDP-247 and the USB TSC TDP-247.  
There is one main decision that determines which tag printer you should purchase. This is whether you plan to have more than 
one PC print to a single tag printer.  
 
In order for multiple computers to print to a single tag printer, you will require an ethernet TSC Tag printer.  This is because the 
ethernet tag printer connects directly into your networking equipment (router/modem combo).  As all of your computers are 
networked together through your router, having an ethernet tag printer connected in this way allows all computers to access it. 
It makes no difference where the computers are located.  
 
 
 
USB TSC TDP-247 

 

 
 
The USB TSC Tag printer connects directly to your computer.  We recommend that you purchase these printers when you plan 
to only use each one on a single computer.  Network sharing any USB printer is highly unreliable.  Receiving a windows update 
or even rebooting a computer has been shown to break printing capabilities when a USB printer is being shared to more than 
one computer.  Attempting to get support for network printer sharing also ends up being very costly because of the frequency of 
issues and each separate issue is charged case by case.  Resaleworld does not support the network sharing of any USB tag 
printer.  
 
 

     

Examples of USB printer sharing that are not supported 

 
Note: It is possible to purchase more than one tag printer per computer if you do not wish to swap out multiple tags.  
 
 
 



Ethernet TSC TDP-247 

 

 
 
Ethernet Tag printers connect directly to your network via an ethernet cable and do not require a computer to host the printer. 
This means that at any given time, any computer on your network will be able to print to this tag printer.  As the printer must be 
hooked into either a modem/router combo, stand alone router or switch, they tend to be placed in a centralized location within 
the store.  They still can be placed next to a computer if you have the proper networking equipment and cabling.  Ethernet TSC 
Tag printers purchased through Resaleworld are the only tag printers that are 100 percent supported to allow multiple PCs to 
print to each one.  
 
Note: It is possible to purchase more than one ethernet tag printer so that you can easily maintain multiple tag colors/tag types. This will save 
you time from having to swap tag rolls out.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ethernet TSC TDP-247 Tag Printers and Liberty Cloud 

 
 
Ethernet TSC tag printers provide the most seamless experience on Liberty Cloud.  This is because your Liberty Cloud server 
communicates directly to the tag printer over the internet, rather than relying on a computer to forward a print job.  This also 
allows all Liberty Cloud users to print to any ethernet TSC tag printers installed on your Cloud server.  In order for this to work 
properly, all stores that are using Liberty Cloud and printing to their own ethernet TSC tag printer(s) will require a static IP 
address.  This can be obtained from your internet service provider.  
 
In this case, think of an IP address as a phone number that your cloud server has to dial in order to communicate with your 
store’s equipment. By default, most stores have what is called a dynamic IP address.  This is an IP address that is not permanent 
and can change for any reason.  This means that when you send a print job from your Liberty Cloud session, there is a 
possibility that your print job will not reach the printer.  The IP address may have changed since the printer was set-up.  
A static IP address eliminates this issue as your stores will always have the same IP address, even if your networking equipment 
restarts.  
 
Setup of ethernet TSC Tag printers for use with Liberty Cloud does require access to your router’s configuration web page.  If 
you do not have the user name and password to gain access to this configuration page, you will need to contact your internet 
service provider.  Simply mention that you need your gateway IP address as well as the user name and password required to 
set-up port forwarding rules.  With this information, Resaleworld can then set the printers up.  
  
Note: If there are multiple stores connecting to a Liberty Cloud Server, each store will require a static IP address if they are each printing to 
their own ethernet tag printers.  


